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The Hundred Years War rages on, with tensions between kingdoms growing ever more

strained...To the north and west...While Annise GÃƒÂ¤ric and her forces march on Castle Hill to

retake the northern throne, her cousin, Rhea Loren, wages a naval war against Blackstone.

Meanwhile, Roan Loren and Gwendolyn Storm struggle to breach the gnarled, vine-choked

undergrowth of the Tangle in their quest to reach Knight&apos;s End and learn more of the true

purpose of the fatemarked.Ã‚Â In the south, a Calypsian empress is murdered, and her daughters

fight to claim the empire and wage a civil war against their estranged father&apos;s armies. In

Phanes, slavery runs rampant while a rebel group fights to free the oppressed people. A master

named Jai Jiroux looks to help the rebel cause, an act of treason punishable by death.Surrounding

the Four Kingdoms is the pall cast by the Kings&apos; Bane, who continues his quest to kill eight

rulers and thus fulfill the Western Oracle&apos;s ancient prophecy, which he believes will pave the

way to peace across the realms.
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So far I am really enjoying this author. I appreciate that his books are more than twice as long as

most of the other fantasy books available on Kindle unlimited. He has a style of writing that reflects

both fine editing and quality writing. I especially enjoy the characters dialogue which unlike some

fantasies seek to sound "medieval," he has his characters using contemporary styles of speaking

including slang. I find this a refreshing change. My only complaint is the gratuitous characterization

of one of the second level protagonists as a bisexual. I am not at all offended it just seems very fake

and does not contribute to the plot or story. It just seems silly. Another thing I like about this author

is that he has a lengthy prologue so that the reader can be reminded of where the last book leaves

off. There are many characters and subplots so this prologue is very helpful. Another helpful

addition to his books, at least the ones I've read, is that he includes a post-log in which he expands

on a number of secondary characters to fill out the background story. I highly recommend these

books and look forward to exploring more of this authors work.

Fatemarked Epic series should be the definition of epic high fantasy. The Hundred Years War has

been raging across The Four Kingdoms, creating nothing but violence and vengeance for all of its

peoples. There are so many characters in the book. It's not really confusing because we go back in

forth through each groups journey which eventually connects them all in one shape or form. I

LOVED this story and all the characters! The pacing was perfect, I was never bored, and finished

this book within a day of downloading it! Definitely read it!!

I am amazed by the different storylines that are all going to come together one day. The extra care

taken to build strong character descriptions that make you love, hate, laugh or groan is highly

appreciated! I have not been so immersed since reading Penman, Weiss and Hickman, Jordan, the

list is longer but not so long that Mr. Estes cannot join the group! A special thanks to your editor;

ugh, I do not like to read the English language in a butchered form! Thank you, dear Author.

I am no longer an admirer of this author - I am a Fan! Truth marked is delicious. I love the intricacies

of the various struggles the marked go through as they navigate the twists of fate and prophecy.

The plots of the power hungry and those who are poor in spirit appear to overpower some while

others prove their metal - may Gwendolyn pardon the ore - cursed pun. And the additional free

novella's were sumptuous, particularly the one about the explorer, Heinrich. Once again, I have just

one thing left to say regarding David Estes' work: I want more!!!



David Estes has done it again. Fatemarked is a great series so far. "Truthmarked" is book two and I

loved it. I was skeptical, as I like Estes' YA dystopian, but this epic fantasy doesn't disappoint. Will

be moving on the next book. I give it five stars and can recommend for teens and up.

This series has a lot going on and the author does not stint with his stories. Each book is longer

than the last one and not once have I found myself skipping ahead. If you are like me and prefer to

read rather than watch tv, these books are for you. Great story, interesting characters, surprising

plot twists and all for pennies, whether you buy the books or use Kindle Unlimted (best buy!). Read

and Enjoy!

This pretty much continued the story where the previous book left off with non-stop action. It's great

in almost every way. There was one character relationship that made me feel a bit uncomfortable,

but it is what it is. Looking forward to reading the rest of the series. NOTE: I received this copy for

free in exchange for an honest review.

I'm really enjoying this series, particularly as it continues to wind up. Solid character development,

and I'm finally following the jumps between Kingdoms.
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